Juneteenth &
Alonzo Tucker
Remembrance
Crossword Puzzle

ACROSS
3. Commemoration and remembering significant events and persons impacted
by those events (i.e. Juneteenth, Memorial Day, Veterans Day)
6. A color that is especially significant for Juneteenth, including the food and
drink, and represents the resilience and bloodshed of African Americans from
the time of slavery to today
7. collection, The exhibit of a sample of the earth from the spot where Alonzo
Tucker was hanged
10. The end of estrangement through acknowledgement of a problem,
empathizing and understanding, preparing to deactivate the estrangement, and
taking action necessary to create change
11. Another word to describe the day that African Americans gained their
independence, also to mean the state of not being enslaved
12. A non-profit organization based in Alabama committed to ending mass
incarceration and excessive punishment in the US, to challenging racial and
economic injustice, and to protecting basic human rights for the most
vulnerable people in American society
13. The name of the Black man who is on record as the only person lynched in
Oregon (1902)
16. Representations depicted on the Juneteenth flag (i.e. star, burst, arc, colors)
17. The city in Texas where 250,000 African Americans learned they were no
longer to be slaves
18. marker, The commemorative plaque placed near the entry of the Coos
History Museum in honor of Alonzo Tucker and explaining the history of

Answers at cooshistory.org/juneteenth-celebration

DOWN
1. Inspired by a nova, or new star, represents the new
beginning for the formerly enslaved people
2. The 2021 Coos History Museum event commemorating
Juneteenth
4. The quality of being fair and reasonable; administering
the law or authority to maintain fairness and
reasonableness
5. Extends across the Juneteenth flag to represent a new
horizon
8. All people born in this country, including formerly
enslaved people and their descendants
9. The numbers representing the year that African
Americans learned they were no longer to be slaves
12. The proclamation issued by President Abraham Lincoln
in 1862 that declared that all enslaved people in the
Confederacy were to be free as of January 1st 1863, also
to mean being set free
14. Another word to describe and commemorate the day
that African Americans gained their independence, also to
mean a special anniversary or festivity
15. The last name of the General that arrived in Texas with
Union troops, including Black soldiers, to announce that

